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Two-Dimensional Packing: 
Expected Performance of Simple Level Algorithms 
MICHA HOFRI 
Department of Computer Science, Technion - -  HT,  Haifa Israel 
The packing of rectangles with both dimensions i.i.d. ~U(0, 1) onto a semi- 
infinite fixed-width strip is considered. The expected efficiency, expressed 
in terms of unused area on the strip is calculated for three simple procedures, 
all of which are level-algorithms: Next Fit, Rotatable Next Fit (where pieces 
are possibly orientated before packing, so that their width always exceeds 
their height), and Next Fit Decreasing (pieces are presorted by their height). 
It becomes evident that the single most important determinant of this efficiency 
is the variance of level heights, and the procedures can be ranked by their 
success in keeping this variance down. It is indirectly demonstrated that worst- 
case behavior of simple packing algorithms is a poor predictor of their expected 
performance. Results were obtained via analysis, computer (symbolic) inte- 
gration, and simulation. 
A.  INTRODUCTION 
A1. A number of problems in computer science and operations research can 
be adequately represented as a packing of planar forms, in particular ectangles, 
in a strip of a finite fixed width and infinite length. 
Examples of such problems are: (a) scheduling in a multiprogrammed com- 
puter system, where the width is the main storage size, and the length is process- 
ing duration; (b) stock cutting (sheet metal, cloth, paper), where the dimensions 
are those of the original roll. 
A survey of or reference to most of the known results can be found in Coffman 
(1978a). In this paper, the "length (or height) of a packing" is defined as the 
maximum of the distances between any two points that lie on packed pieces, 
measured along the strip length (infinite dimension). The problem is usually 
phrased in terms of a requirement to pack a given set of pieces--only rectangles 
will be considered henceforth--onto a strip, so that the length of the packing 
is minimized. 
A2. Former work with one-dimensional bin packing has shown that simple- 
minded heuristics will tend to do significantly better, on the average, when 
the piece sizes follow some regular distribution, than their worst-case behavior 
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would lead us to suspect--Coffman (1978b). In that paper, uniformly distributed 
pieces sizes were employed for computational tractability, and we adhere to 
this usage in the sequel as well. The qualitative nature of the results is not 
expected to materially depend on the particular distribution employed. We 
shall show that for the two-dimensional lgorithms considered below the 
difference between worst-case behavior and expected performance is even more 
dramatic than in the one-dimensional bin packing case. 
A3. For visualization purposes consider a strip with a horizontal width 
fixed at b--which is always assumed to be 1, with no loss in generality. The 
vertical dimension is unlimited (semi-infinite). The algorithms we consider 
are all "level-algorithms"--i.e., they all contain a stage where a horizontal line 
is drawn across the strip so that all subsequent packing will be done above it. 
Usually, though not always, this stage defines a renewal point for the stochastic 
analysis of the process. We are interested in the efficiency of the various methods 
of packing, expressed through the "wasted" space in each level (for the renewal 
algorithms). Only expected values are computed for this waste, but the calcula- 
tion will often require the evaluation of the distributions of various underlying 
variables. One additional source of the interest in the stochastic approach 
derives from the rather surprising fact--Coffman (1978a), Golan (1979}--that 
quite a few heuristic packing algorithms, with vastly differing complexities, 
seem to have the same worst-case behavior: the ratio of the length of their 
packing scheme to the one produced optimally will not exceed three, with the 
limit usually achievable. Their expected performance will differ, though. The 
converse phenomenon, of heuristics with very close expected performance 
and very different capabilities for mischief under worst-case circumstances will 
be shown to exist as well. 
A4. Section B precisely defines the assumptions used throughout the paper 
and also calculates the expected performance of the simplest algorithm treated 
in some detail--Next Fit (NF) 1, which is very similar to the NF algorithm in 
bin packing, except hat "levels" replace bins. Results obtained for bin packing 
are thus usable here. 
Section C describes a slight elaboration: pieces are still packed in real-time, 
but are inspected and uniformly orientated, so as to reduce the variability of 
the pieces heights. Here calculations are significantly harder to push through, 
and are actually done only for one mode of orientation, while another mode is 
only shown to be unattractive. 
The algorithms described in Sections B (NF) and C (RNF) share two charac- 
teristics: first, they are "real-time" procedures, which means that pieces are 
packed in the order they are generated, with no preprocessing and nearly the 
same small amount of computation required for each piece; second, their worst 
1 Actua l ly  there  exists an  even s impler  one:  s imply  pi le the  p ieces one  on  top  of  the  
o ther  .... 
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behavior (compared with optimal packing) can easily be shown to be arbitrarily 
bad, as we do in Section E. 
In contrast, the algorithm described and analyzed in Section D requires 
preprocessing: a finite set of pieces is considered, and sorted by the height of 
the pieces in nonincreasing order. Then it can also be shown that its worst-case 
behavior falls in the class mentioned above: it will never require a strip higher 
than three times the optimum one. It turns out that its expected behavior, under 
the assumptions used in their paper, is practically identical to that of RNFI 
The analysis may be found in more detail in Hofri (1979) which was somewhat 
abridged for publication. 
B. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND THE NEXT FIT (NF) PACKING ALGORITHM 
BI. Consider a strip of fixed width 1 and infinite length (height). Given an 
infinite sequence of rectangles {Ri} , with each piece having its two dimensions X i 
and Yi i.i.d. ~U(0 ,  1) 2. We shall investigate in this section the performance of 
the following algorithm: 
B2. Next Fit algorithm. Pack the pieces successively, with their X dimension 
horizontal. The first piece R 1 is placed at the bottom of the strip, left-justified. 
Pieces R~, R~ ,..., R i are placed at the bottom of the strip, each left-justified, 
until some piece Ri+ 1 has a width exceeding 1 --~]~=1 X j .  Draw a horizontal 
line at height maxl<5< i Yj -~ y(ll. This defines the first level. Start level two 
with Ri+ 1 and proceed in the same manner. An example is shown in Fig. 1. 
y(t) + y(2) 
y(I) 





FIG. 1. Next Fit, a possible packing sequence of six pieces. 
2 We let the X and Y dimensions have the same "scale." As long as we do not rotate 
the pieces this is immaterial. 









Height of level i. 
Sum of the X coordinates of the pieces in level i. 
Width (=X coordinate) of the first piece in level i. 
Waste (= unused area) in level L 
Relative waste in level i (-~ W(i)/y(i)). 
Number of pieces in level i. 
A variable with the distribution of the sum of n i.i.d. U(O, 1) variates; 
the cdf of S~ at point x, for 0 ~ x ~ 1 is xn/n!. 
YI~),L, W, W I~), N, G The limits of the corresponding variables at an 
infinitely remote level. 
B4. We proceed to calculate the expected waste under NF. The absolute 
waste in level i is W (i), and the relative waste is defined as W(i)/Y (i), as y(i) is 
also the total area used up by level i. Clearly W (i) = y(o _ ~ X jY j ,  with the 
summation extending over all the pieces in level i. Since for each R~-, X~. and 
Yj are independent, 
E(w(~)) = E(Y(~) -- ~E(L3, (1) 
where ½ is the expected value of Yj. 
B5. The analysis is greatly facilitated by observing that the NF  procedure 
is very similar to the NF (one-dimensional) bin packing analyzed in Coffman 
(197Sb). 
Consider level one: the number of pieces in it is distributed as P(N1 = n) -~ 
f~=0 dP(S,  ~ s, X~+ 1 > 1 -- s) ~ n/(n @ 1)!. The expectation of the maximum 
among n i.i.d. U(0, 1) variates is n/n ~- 1; hence E[Y~ 1)] = Y.~=I n~(n@ 1)(n-~ 1)! 
oo 
- -  2 + ¢+ --  e, where ¢+ is used to denote the sum ~1 1/i • i! ~- Ei(1) - -  y 
1.317902. E(L1) is similarly calculated as e --  2, hence 
E[W ~1)] = 2 + ¢+ --  e --  ~-(e -- 2 )~ 0.240476. (2) 
B6. To evaluate the expected relative waste, E(G~I)), we note, from (1) 
" W(",  E XiY~ 
An obvious approximation to this unwieldy-looking expression is E(W(1))/ 
E (Y  (1~) ~ 0.401049. 
B7. A better one should be obtained by letting the Yi come out of the E 
operator in (3): 
E X~ ~ L1 
E(G '1)) ~ 1 --  ½E \ -~-V- I  1 --  ½E (~) .  (4) 
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This is relatively simple to calculate, since we may rewrite: 
E(G m) ~ l - ~ E N l ~- n P(NI =- n), (5) 
where this particular conditioning was chosen since for a given N 1 the variables 
L 1 and ym are independent. Carrying this calculation through yields E(G m) ~_ 
1 - -  ½ ~ (n + 1)](n!(n + 2)) = 7/4 -- el2 ~ 0.390860, slightly lower than the 
above approximation. 
BS. For the NF packing procedure we could even calculate exactly the 
value of E(Gm): 
E(Gm) = 1 -- E (Z  
x~Y~ 
y(1) ) 
~in=l XiYi I ~- n)Prob(N 1 n). =1- -~ E(  ym N, = 
Consider the nth term in the series: it can be expressed as 
where all the densities are one, ym denotes the maximum over all y i ,  and 
sei = ~=1 xs • Since the limits of integration of y~ do not depend on the xi we 
can rewrite this multiple integral as 
The integration over xi is helped by the transformation ui = 1 -- ~:i (which has 
the Jacobian (-- 1)~): 
fxe:d°x= f£ " f2 ... fo 1=0 i~O n=O 
3(~-1) !  3 J~L1  ~_~ 
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A simple recursion finally y ie lds 
"+~ 2 ( -1 / -1  n(n + 1) 
i! (n+2- - i ) !  --  (n+2) !  " i=8 
Thus E(G (1)) = 1 --  ½(e --  1.5), which is identical with the last approximation 
of B7. 
B9. It was shown in Coffman (1978b) that the distributions characterizing 
the packing process (L~, N , ,  W,) converge very fast. Hence we shall not 
perform any calculations for a "generic" level i, but resort at once to a considera- 
tion of the limits of the above quantities. The only difference between level one 
and any other level is that while the X dimension of the first piece in level one, 
X1, is ~-~U(0, 1), that of level i is Wi, which is an overflow from level i --  I, and 
thus is stochastically larger than X1. The limiting distributions for bin 
packing calculated in Coffman (1978b) apply here; they are: 
fL(X) = 3X 2, 0 ~ X ~ l, width of the level 
fw(w) -- ~(2w --  w2), 0 ~ w ~< 1, first piece width (6) 
P(N = n) = 3(n 2 + 3n + 1)/(n + 3)!, n ~ 1, number of pieces. 
Proceeding now as in B5 we have E(L) = 3/4, E(Y (~)) ~ 0.572008, and E(W ~)) 
0.197008. This is some 20% lower than in level one. 
B10. Calculating the expected relative waste in the limit, G, we first have 
the approximation of B6, E(W(~))/E(Y ~)) "~ 0.344414. To effect he approxima- 
tion of B7 we need E(L I N = n): 
dFLig(x i n)/dx = dP(W + Sn-1 ~ x[ W+ Sn-1 < 1, W+ Sn > 1)/dx 
= 3(x "+1 --  x"+~/(n + 1))/P(N =n)nk 
Thus 
1 ~=ln + 1 1 3 n 2 + 4n + 1 P(N = n) 
E(G) ~_. 1 -- -~ = n P(N = n) n! (n + 1)(n -J- 3)(n + 4) 
_~ 0.332762. 
Bl l .  With some effort the exact value of E(G) can be obtained: all that is 
changed is the distribution of 2(1, which is :--~W, rather than U(0, ]). Thus to 
the integrands in B8 we append a factor of ~x1(2 --  xl) , or ~(1 --  ul 2) using the 
transformation there, and obtain 
E(G) :1 - -  ~n f~___~l 13 n(n + 1) 3 2(--1) n (6n~ - 9n + 5)I 
,=1 (2 q- n)! + 2 60(n + 1)] ' 
0.336884. 
Thus very close to one third of the area is not used. 
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Remarks. 1. The expected value of G is some 14% lower than that of G (1). 
2. The two approximations used above bracket the precise value of E(G), 
and the second one is indeed much better than the first. 
C. ROTATABLE NEXT FIT 
C1. One of the sources of wasted area in the NF algorithm is the variability 
of the Y dimension of pieces within a level. A simple way to improve on this 
method, while retaining the desirable feasure of NF- - that  it requires a fixed 
amount of effort for each packed piece--would be to examine each piece before 
trying to pack it and so reorient it that the larger dimension is horizontal. In 
terms of the applications described in A1, this is only meaningful when the 
scaling is the same in both directions, and the material is nondirectional (non- 
stressed sheet metal, unwoven fabric, etc.). 
Most of this section deals with this procedure; in C16 we comment on the 
reverse orientation, where the smaller dimension is taken horizontal. 
C2. The feature of NF that so simplified the analysis, that the height and 
width of a level were only related through the number of pieces in it-- is absent 
here, as every piece R~ satisfies Xi >/ Y i .  Hence Xi ":  Max(U1, U2), Yi ~'~ 
Min(U1, U2) , where U i are i.i.d. ~-~ U(0, 1). 
The joint density of (Xi ,  Yi) is 
fx r (x ,y )=2,  1 >~x>/y>/O,  
(7) 
~--- 0 O.W. 
and the marginal densities are fx(x) = 2x, fr(Y) = 2(1 - -y ) .  Using Laplace 
transforms it is immediate to obtain f_s(X) = 2"x2n-1/(2n -- 1)l, where S ,  is 
the sum of n i.i.d, piece widths. 
C3. It will be instructive to find the distribution and mean of the number 
of pieces in the first level: 
P(N 1 = n) = P(_S, < 1, _S~+1 > 1) = 2"+ln(2n + 3)/(2n + 2)!. (8) 
And thus P(N 1 ~ 2)= 89/90 giving rise to E(N1) - -cosh(21/2-  1) 
1.17818 .... This result, that rarely will more than two pieces fit into level one 
under this scheme 3 is used to derive simple-minded approximations in the 
sequel. 
a For higher levels, that start off with an "overflow piece" rather than one with the 
density (7), this likelihood is even somewhat smaller. 
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For later reference note thatfLl(" ) and E(L1) are easy to derive here: 
fh(x)  = dP(_S,~ <~ x, X > 1 -- x)/dx = (2n - -  1)t (2x='* --  x~'~+~) 
= (2x --  x 2) 21/~ sinh(21/ex); (9) 
E(L1) = 21/2 sinh 21/~ - -  2 ~ 0.736598. 
This is only very slightly larger than E(L1) under the NF  algorithm. 
C4. Calculation of expected unused area at level one: as in Section B 
E(W m) = E(Y  m) -- E X iY i  , 
but now X.i and Yi are not independent (Xi >~ Yi) and the evaluation is more 
involved. Consider E(Y  (1)) and write 
oo 
E(Ym) = ~ E[,M~iax{Yi i N1 = n} P (N  1 = n)]. (10) 
C5. The first term in this sum is 
= f f y(/,,,(,, y) P(x2 > 1 - x) dy d, = 3/lo. 
" x =0 "@=0 
The second is 
E2 f(~l.m,~,uP max(y1, y~) fxy(Xx , yl) fxr(x2 , Y~) 
× P(Xa > 1 -- xl -- x2) d(xl, x2, Y l ,  Y2) 
=4 f '  fa -~ r~'1 I ~ max(y l ,  y2)[l - - ( l  - -  x~t -  x2) z] dy2 dyl dx2 dXl. 
¢X1~0 ¢X2~0 dyl= 0 dy~=O 
Trying to perform this integration, one appreciates the force of the argument 
of C3--that the contribution of higher t ms may be disposed of with a rough 
estimate. Evaluating E e is quite tedious but the total symmetry with respect to 
(xl,  x~) helps and one obtains E2 = 29/672 ~ 0.043155. The contributions of 
higher values of N1 are neglected. Note: P(N1 = 3)/P(NI = 2) ----- 0.024, and 
since as N1 increases, X (and Y even faster) decrease, the error is small indeed, 
and we have E(Y  m) ~ 0.3432. 
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C6. For the calculation of E(X iY i )  we repeat he above procedure of ran- 
domization over NI: 
E X~Y~ := Exr  X~Y~ I Nz = n P(N~ = n). 
The evaluation is straightforward; enote the nth term by a n , 
~n=2nJ ~'"0 J" x~ys[1--(1--~)2]d~yd~x, (11) 
i = i~O 
i 
where 2 ~ is the joint pdf of (xx, Yl) tO (xn, y~), and ~:~ = Z~=~ x¢. The integra- 
tion of ~ in this form goes through to yield 
~ = 3 × 2nn(2n -t- 2)(2n + 5)/(2n + 4)!. 
Summing a n one obtains a ~ a~ = -~(cosh 2a/2 - -  2) ~ 0.26727. 
C7. Thus E(W (1)) ~ 0.0759. The more revealing quantity E(W(1)) /E(Y (1)) 
is here ~0.2211. This compares favorably with the nearly double ratio obtained 
in B6. As shown in C3, this cannot be attributed to a success in squeezing more 
pieces (i.e., using better the horizontal dimension), and can thus be nearly all 
ascribed to the reduction of variability in the vertical dimension. 
C8. Now consider the "limiting" level, i.e., the level with width, height, and 
waste distributed according to the limiting functions of the cdf's of L~, Y¢~) 
and W (r). Essentially the same approach as in Section B is taken, but the more 
complicated istributions require different methodology. We begin by deriving 
recurrence relations between the distributions of the involved variables: 
fL.(x) ~- fo fw*(t){3(t --  x) P (X  > 1 --  x) + Z fy,(x --  t) P (X  > 1 -- x)} dt 
(12) 




fd_tfL,(x) f l 2t fw,+l(t) = P (X  = t I X > 1 --  x) dx -~ fL,(x) 2---S-----X~ dx; 1--t 
4 As in C5, the first two terms give a good approximation, 0.26548. 
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thus a recursion for fL,(' ) follows 
f* fL,_1( 1 - -Y )  
× {2y cosh[21/2(x - -  y)] -? 21/2 sinh[21/2(x - -  y)]} dy. 
Taking the limit r ~ oo, fL,(" ) --+fL('), and a change of variable in the integra- 
tion yields the following homogeneous integral equation: 
- 2, f ~ fL(t + 1 - -  X) [2(X - -  t) cosh (t 21/2) + 21/2 sinh (t 21/2)] dr. fL(X) = (2X --  x ) Jt o 1 - -  (x - - - tF  
= (13) 
Our aim is now to solve Eq. (13). 
C9. The substitution g(x) = fL(X)/(2X -- X 2) simplifies Eq. (13). As the form 
of the integral equation does not suggest a specific solution method we differen- 
tiated it twice, to obtain the nonlocal DE  
g"(x) + 2xg ' (1  - x) - 4g(1 - x) - 2g(x)  = o. (14) 
Upon substituting x = 0 in (13) and its derivative one obtains the boundary 
conditions that complete (14): 
g(0) = g'(0) = 0. (15) 
C10. Symmetrizing about x = ½, let z ~- x - -  ½, and define g(x) =-- h(z), 
to get g(1 - -  x) = h(--z). Thus Eqs. (14), (15) lead to 
h"(z) + (2z + 1) h'(--z) -- 4h(--z)  - -  2h(z) = 0, h(--½) = h'(--½) 0 .  
Defining a solving series 5 h (z )= ~i~o (bi/i!) z~, substitution in (16) yields a 
recursion for the coefficients: 
bi+2 ~- (--1)i+~b,+~ -1-2b,(1 q- (--I)'(i q- 2)). (17) 
C11. Define two basic solutions: 
hi(z), defined by b o = 0, b 1 = 1, 
h~(z), defined by b 0 = I, b 1 = 0. 
The solution that satisfies the boundary relations is then h(z) = o~hx(z ) q- fih2(z); 
it defines a and fl through Eq. (15): 
~Xhl(-- ½) -@ fib2(-- ½) = 0 
(18) 
~h; ( - -  ½) +/~h~( - -  ½) ---- 0. 
5Note that z = 0must be a regular point. 
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Since Eqs. (18) are homogeneous, a nontrivial solution (i.e., nonzero) for a and fi 
will only exist if 
hi(- -  I) h~(-- I) = ha(-- ½) hi(- -  I). (19) 
As these particular hi(z) were chosen arbitrarily, one has to show that (19) holds 
independently of the choice of specific initial bi's. In Hofri (1979) it is proved 
that hi(-- ½-)/h:(-- I) = -- I ,  i = 1, 2. 
C12. Thus the required ~ and /3 exist. The boundary relations fix their 
ratio, 0: 
ha( -  ~) _ ~0, (20) /~ = -~ h~( -  ~) - 
and the requirement thatfL (') be a density determines them uniquely. Evaluating 
0 we obtain 0 ~ 0.305859. To determine a and/3 write 
i c i  C I / 1, 
-:x =0 "O ":0 \ 
=~ Lio [~ + (" - ~) - (" - ~-)'1 ~:oi (. - ~)' ~' +,, o,, ,. 
substitute u = x --  1, call the/-dependent coefficient di, 
1 = a ~. t 3 di " " d i  " " 
,~0 ,~ ~ [(7" - (- ~)'+'] + ~ [(~)'+' - (- ~)'+'] 
d i  " . 
=c~ t zK-r -~3 q -2kq-3  2kq-3) \2 /  " (21) 
k=0 
This is straightforward to calculate and one gets a ~ 3.26966, /3 ~__ 1.00006. 
(The author is tempted to assume this a round-off deviation from the value 
fi = 1.) From this follows E(L) ~ 0.756524. 
C13. Obtaining the other quantities of interest is routine, though tedious, 
through expansions similar to Eq. (21). Thus fw(w) = f~_wfL(x)2w/(Zx - -  x 2) dx, 
and E(W) ~___ 0.709291. Since W is stochastically larger than X, the first piece 
size distribution in level one, N would be expected even to be stochastically 
smaller than N 1 . Indeed this is the case, and the first few values of P(N = n) are 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 
P(N=n)  0.872207 0.120990 6.602"10 -3 1.976"10 -a 3.766'10 -G 4.987-10 -s 
with E(N) ~ 1.13478. 
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C14. Due to this "convenient" distribution of N we calculate the expected 
waste (only the absolute waste E(W (~)) and the first approximation E(G) 
1 -- E(~., XiYi) /E(Y (~)) are treated here), using only the contribution of the 
realizations of one and two pieces per level. This is an excellent upper bound 
on the waste, and we expect its relative error to be well under 10 -a. 
The calculations are similar to those given in C4-C6, so we merely record the 
results: E(Y (°~), N ~- 1) ~-~ 0.324828, E(Y (°~), N = 2) ~___ 0.027540, E(Y (~)) 
0.35237, E(XY, N = l) ~--- 0.257039, E(Z XY,  N = 2) ~ 0.0053805. Thus 
E(W (~)) ~-0.089948 and E(G)~0.25527. Note that since the expected 
limiting level width, E(L), is only 8.7% higher than under the simpler NF, the 
considerable drop in the waste compared with NF (both absolute and relative), 
is mainly due to the reduction in variance of the level height. 
C15. We point out, for comparison sake, that the simplified algorithm RNFs: 
always pack one piece per level, after possibly rotating it is that the larger 
dimension ishorizontal, gives absolute waste per level of 1/12, which corresponds 
to a relative waste of 1/3. Hence the effort to try and pack more than one piece 
per level gives dividends well above what the distribution of N (which is heavily 
localized at 1) might suggest. 
It was interesting to note that while E(G) under RNFs was found here to be 
1/3, estimating it by the naive approximation E(G) ~ I -- E(XY)/E(Y)  yields 
only 1/4. This raised doubts as to the quality of the similar approximation 
calculated in C14. We took advantage of the simulation program required in 
C16, and also simulated the present heuristic, finding E(GRNF)~ 0.265, 
rather close to the estimated value. It is not clear to us why this approximation 
is so much better for RNF than for RNF s . 
C16. An abvious variation of RNF would be the converse orientation: 
always select the smaller dimension of R~ as the horizontal one. At first blush 
this RNF a heuristic looks attractive: as more pieces can now be packed per 
level, we may expect o have higher value for E(L), resulting in a better utilization 
of the horizontal dimension. The variance of the height of the pieces is indeed 
now higher, but if we compare the coefficient of variation of piece height under 
NF(0.577), RNF(0.707), and RNFl(0.791) we should not expect this to 
significantly offset the again in E(L). These considerations turn out to be mis- 
leading. The coefficient of variation is indeed, only slightly higher, but since 
there are more pieces per level there is considerably more room for mischief; 
also, levels with just one wide piece are now quite rare. These combine to a 
substantial increase in the coefficient of variation of level height. Most sur- 
prisingly perhaps, E(L) turns out not to depend all that much on the orientation: 
E(L1) can be shown to be in this case ~1 2n 2~=0 (~?)(-- 1)~-~'/( 2n - - J  q- 3) × 
(2n - - j  --  1)! ~ 0.756048, only some 3 % higher than under RNF! Calculations 
with this orientation are quite unwieldly, since the convolution of the minima-- 
unlike that of the maxima--of pairs of i.i.d. U(0, 1) variables, does not seem to 
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have a closed form. Thus we resorted to simulation to test whether the "message" 
of E(L~) is indeed significant, and we found E(L) ~_ 0.767, E(G) ~_ 0.32, up 30% 
from RNF. This heuristic was not pursued any further therefore. 
D. t~RE-SORTED NEXT FIT 
D1. We now describe another heuristic--NFD, which also was conceived so 
as to hold down the variability of piece heights per level: the whole collection 
of pieces is first sorted by piece height in nonincreasing order. No rotation is 
considered in the sequel (although it could obviously be added without affecting 
the complexity of the procedure). In contrast with the preceding heuristics this 
is not a "real-time" procedure, and moreover can only be applied to given 
(finite) completely available sets of pieces. 
D2. The key to analyzing NFD is the observation that the number of pieces 
packed at each level is distributed precisely as under NF, and the relations for 
Ni which are given in Section B could be used without change. 
Throughout his section we call the total number of packed pieces K, the 
number of levels they occupy R, and the (ordinal) number of the first piece 
packed at level j K s . 
For NFD there is not point in calculating the waste per level; rather we wish 
to obtain the total waste, incurred in all R levels. This is given by 
~( KI+I--1 \ 
W= y,i)__ E XjY@ 
i=l j=K i / 
K~+I = K + 1, 
and since we shall only be concerned with expectation of W this immediately 
simplifies to 
K 
E 1 -- K/4. (22) 
D3. The first piece at each level is the tallest one at that level; i.e., y(i) = YK,. 
For a given distribution of the pieces over levels (expressed via the K i or, 
R equivalently, the Ni) the sum~i= 1 y(i) is the sum of R order statistics of a 
sample of size K drawn from a U(0, 1) population. Hence, conditioning on 
such a distribution over levels: 
K R 
E1 = 2 ~ ~, EI'[YKi I Kj] P(R, {Ki}), (23) 
n=l {~d 5=1 
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where the second summation is over all R-element strictly increasing sequences 
in the range 1 to K. 
D4. This distribution, P(R,{Ki}), 1 <~ i <~ R ,  1 <~ R <~ I<2, is more 
convenient to express using Ni, rather than Ki,  where Ki = 1 + ~2~.-~ Nj, 
N O ~ 0. Starting with the joint distribution of Li and Ni we observe, using 
notations of Section B, the probability functions: 
dr; = -~ fv.(y) P (X  > 1 -- y) dy dP(L 1 <~ x, N x n)/dx dxx =0 
d f f  yn-1  X n 
~-Ux (n - l ) !  ydy= (n - l ) !  
and similarly 
dP(L~ <~ xi , N,  = ni , 1 <~ i <~ R)/ax = ~I (xi_l 
+ 1)hi -1 X i 
i=1 (n  i - -  l ) [  
, XO~-  1, 
R 
1- -x i _ l~<xi~<l ,n~>0,~ni=K,R>~l .  (24) 
i=1 
We turn to evaluate the Ey[YKJ of (23). 
D5. The joint pdf of the R order statistics YK~ out of K U(O, 1) variates 
is given by (remembering K 1 = 1): 
KI 
f'~l""Y~:. (y l  ' " "Y" )  = (x~ - 2)! (K,  --  K~ -- 1)! " (K  --  K . ) !  
× (y l  - y2) K~-KI-I '" (yR-1 - yR),,.-K._~-~yg-K., 
0 ~YR ~ "'" ~<Yl ~ I, 
with K/as given in D4. 
Multiplying this f(.) by ~iR= 1 yi and integrating over the R-fold volume is 
tedious but goes right through to yield 
Ey YK~ IN1 ,..., NR = ~ in,/(K + 1). 
3"=1 i=:1 
Substituting all into (23): 
K f (X~_ 1 + X~ --  1)"'-1 dx, (25) 
E1 = Z ~; .  (.~ - 1)! ,=1 + 
R=I {n~lg~,)l,Y], 1 n~,=K} x i=1 
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where the integration is over the range given in (24). The order of summation 
over {nr} and the integration may be exchanged and one obtains (note that the 
summation over n, has summands close to those obtained in multinomial 
expansion): 
R--I )K--R--I 
K 1 fx 2 ~ x j -kxR- -R+I  
E1 = E (K -t- 1)(K -- R -- 1)! 
R=I j=l 
X 2(K - -R)  2 ~ x j+xR- -R+l  
j=l 
R-1 1 (R -- 1)(R -k 2)] dx. (26) + Z (2j + 1)xj + RxR -- 
j=l  
D6. Although the integrand in (26) is immediate, we have not been able 
to perform it in general. For K = 1, 2, 3 it can be done rather easily, and one 
obtains the values 1/2, 5/6, 7/6. For R = 1 one obtains K/(K -k 1)!, as expected 
--the product of the expected value of the maximum height from among K 
pieces (K/K + 1) and the probability that K pieces do indeed manage to fit into 
the first level (K!). The value of the R = 2 term is [(3K - -  1)2 K-2 - -  K]/ 
(K + 1)!, which is less intuitive. 
D7. At this juncture FORMAC (a software package for symbolic manipula- 
tion of formulas) was called in, to evaluate (26) for higher values of K. Evaluation 
of EI(K = 9) requires ome 20 sec on an IBM/370-168II, and up to that value 
we obtained E1 = (2K + 1)/6 throughout, which we conjecture to be correct in 
general. Then 
E(W) = E 1 -- K/4 = (K + 2)/12. (27) 
A characterization f the quality of this packing is possible through a quantity 
analogous to G above--the ratio of total waste and overall height: 
Using as before the approximation 
E( G~) ~_~ E(W Y(J) 
= 
we obtain, using the above values, E(Gs) ~ (K ~- 2)/(4K @ 2), which varies, 
for K e (10, 100) in the range (0.285, 0.252) with the limiting value 0.25, very 
close to that obtained under RNF. 
643/45/I-z 
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D8. This procedure was also simulated, in part in order to test the above 
conjecture and in part to observe the distribution of R. The conjecture was 
strongly indicated as correct; R- -except  for quite low K - - i s  approximately 
normally distributed, with k = 0.67K, aR = 0.42K 1/2, which conforms with 
the results of Section B. 
E. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
El .  In the preceding sections we examined several simple-minded packing 
procedures. Perhaps the most interesting phenomenon observed was that the 
(relative) waste incurred by such a procedure--at  least as long as level algorithms 
are considered-- is very sensitive to the coefficient of variation of level height. 
This depended on the number of pieces packed per level to an extent that - -  
while being perfectly reasonable--was not suspected beforehand. 
E2. Another objective of the work, to distinguish between heuristics with 
similar worst-case behavior according to their expected performance has been 
attained to some extent: both NF  and RNF have a worst-case behavior which 
can be shown to be arbitrarily bad 6. It is not surprising that these two have 
different expected behavior. I t  is probably more remarkable that NFD and 
RNF,  with so different worst-case behaviors will have such similar ones in 
expectation. As NFD was the only case of a heuristic with a " l imited" worst- 
case behavior tackled so far, this type of comparison remains yet to be done. 
E3. An additional simulation was performed to assess the effect of the piece 
height variance: NF  and NFD were performed over pieces with Y ~ exp(1)-- 
thus having a coefficient of variation 1 (compared with 1/31/2 for the uniform 
distribution). The effect was surprisingly mild (for NF  typical fractional waste 
came up from 0.33 to 0.355; for NFD it was very dependent on K:  the larger K is ,  
the more likely the sorting process is to overcome the higher variance. Indeed, 
for K -~ 10 the comparative values are 0.288 (U) and 0.320 (exp), while for 
K ~ 100 they are 0.253 and 0.261, respectively). This again emphasizes the 
role of the distribution of N. 
E4. A referee commented that the above algorithms are "unlikely to be used 
in practice," due to their evident inefficiency. While the choice made in this 
paper was manifestly done under the constraint of tractability, one should note 
6 The following example was suggested by Igal Golan for RNF, but naturally it also 
proves the point for NF : let the pieces have alternating sizes: X~+I = Y21,+x = l/m, 
(with m some integer >1) and X2~ = 1 -- l/m, Y2k = 1/m2. Both NF and RNF will 
place two pieces per level. Its height is 1/m and the covered area is (2m -- 1)/m3; thus the 
fractional waste is (1 -- l/m) 2, i.e., arbitrarily close to 1, whereas the optimal packing of a 
multiple of 2m 2 pieces is dense. Incidentally, for this example NFD performs excellently, 
with a waste ratio of 1/2m; i.e., the worse 2NF and RNF are, the better NFD does here! 
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that practical situations may be often expected to be restricted to the "real-time" 
class, and when decisions have to be finalized as pieces continue to arrive, level- 
algorithms--or some close variety--are the only practical choice. The analysis 
of First-Fit, or Split-Level algorithms is definitely desirable, but appears quite 
more intricate. 
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